2018

**Wolf in the Snow**
Matthew Cordell
WSC Easy E CB11c

In this spare, nearly wordless picture book, a girl and a wolf cub each get lost in the snow and rescue each other. Cordell uses pen and ink and watercolor wash to capture the frenzied snowfall and the brave girl's frantic, frightful journey. Fairy tale elements and a strong sense of color and geometry offer an engrossing, emotionally charged story.

"HOOOOOWWLLLL!!" said Caldecott Medal Committee Chair Tish Wilson. "Committee members were astonished that a deceptively simple book could be such a dramatic story of survival."

**HONOR BOOKS**

- **Big Cat, Little Cat**
  Elisha Cooper

- **Crown: An Ode to the Fresh Cut**
  Derrick Barnes & Gordon C. James

- **A Different Pond**
  Bao Phi & Thi Bui

- **Grand Canyon**
  Jason Chin

**Caldecott Medal**

**Continued from Interior**

1966  ALWAYS ROOM FOR ONE MORE
   Sorche Ni Leodhas & Noony Hogrogian j 398.8 N513a

1965  MAY I BRING A FRIEND?
   Beatrice Schenk de Regniers & Beni Montresor E D444m

1964  WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE
   Maurice Sendak E 3655w 1991

1963  THE SNOWY DAY
   Ezra Jack Keats E K225

1962  ONCE A MOUSE
   Marcia Brown j 398.2 B814o

1961  BABOUSHKA AND THE THREE KINGS
   Ruth Robbins & Nicolas Sidjakov E R538b

1960  NINE DAYS TO CHRISTMAS
   Marie Hall Ets j Et74m

1959  CHANTICLEER AND THE FOX
   Barbara Cooney j 821 C393c

1958  TIME OF WONDER
   Robert McCloskey j 917.41 M132

1957  A TREE IS NICE
   Jance May Udry & Marc Simont E Ud7tr

1956  FROG WENT A-COURTIN'
   John Langstaff & Fedor Rojankovsky E L269f 1991

1955  CINDERELLA, OR THE LITTLE GLASS SLIPPER
   Marcia Brown j 398.2 P426c

1954  MADELINE'S RESCUE
   Ludwig Bemelmans E B423m

1953  THE BIGGEST BEAR
   Lynd Ward E W214b

1952  FINDERS KEEPERS
   Will & Nicolas E L664f

1951  THE EGG TREE
   Milhous j M599e

1950  SONG OF THE SWALLOWS
   Leo Politi E P759s

1949  THE BIG SNOW
   Berta & Elmer Hader E H117b

1948  WHITE SNOW, BRIGHT SNOW
   Alvin Tresselt & Roger Duvoisin E T725w

1947  THE LITTLE ISLAND
   Margaret Wise Brown & Leonard Weisgard E M145L

1946  THE ROOSTER CROWS
   Maud & Miska Petersham E P442r

1945  PRAYER FOR A CHILD
   Rachel Field & Elizabeth Orton Jones E F458p

1944  MANY MOONS
   James Thurber & Louis Slobodkin j T424m

1943  THE LITTLE HOUSE
   Virginia Lee Burton E B957L

1942  MAKE WAY FOR DUCKLINGS
   Robert McCloskey E M132m

1941  THEY WERE STRONG AND GOOD
   Robert Lawson j 920 L446t

1940  ABRAHAM LINCOLN
   Ingri & Edgar Parin d'Aulaire E F458p

1939  MEI LI
   Thomas Handforth E H191m

1938  ANIMALS OF THE BIBLE
   Helen Oean Fish & Dorothy P. Lathrop j 220.859 B471

1937  A TREE IS NICE
   Jance May Udry & Marc Simont E Ud7tr

1936  FROG WENT A-COURTIN'
   John Langstaff & Fedor Rojankovsky E L269f 1991

1935  CINDERELLA, OR THE LITTLE GLASS SLIPPER
   Marcia Brown j 398.2 P426c

1934  MADELINE'S RESCUE
   Ludwig Bemelmans E B423m

1933  THE BIGGEST BEAR
   Lynd Ward E W214b

1932  FINDERS KEEPERS
   Will & Nicolas E L664f

1931  THE EGG TREE
   Milhous j M599e

1930  SONG OF THE SWALLOWS
   Leo Politi E P759s

1929  THE BIG SNOW
   Berta & Elmer Hader E H117b

1928  WHITE SNOW, BRIGHT SNOW
   Alvin Tresselt & Roger Duvoisin E T725w

1927  THE LITTLE ISLAND
   Margaret Wise Brown & Leonard Weisgard E M145L

1926  THE ROOSTER CROWS
   Maud & Miska Petersham E P442r

1925  PRAYER FOR A CHILD
   Rachel Field & Elizabeth Orton Jones E F458p

1924  MANY MOONS
   James Thurber & Louis Slobodkin j T424m

1923  THE LITTLE HOUSE
   Virginia Lee Burton E B957L

1922  MAKE WAY FOR DUCKLINGS
   Robert McCloskey E M132m

1921  THEY WERE STRONG AND GOOD
   Robert Lawson j 920 L446t

1920  ABRAHAM LINCOLN
   Ingri & Edgar Parin d'Aulaire E F458p

1919  MEI LI
   Thomas Handforth E H191m

1918  ANIMALS OF THE BIBLE
   Helen Oean Fish & Dorothy P. Lathrop j 220.859 B471
The Caldecott Medal is awarded annually by the Association for Library Service to Children, a division of the American Library Association, to the artist of the most distinguished American picture book for children published that year. It was named in honor of nineteenth-century English illustrator Randolph Caldecott. Together with the Newbery Medal, it is the most prestigious American children's book award.

The Caldecott Medal was designed by Rene Paul Chambellan in 1937. The scene on the face of the medal is derived from Randolph Caldecott's illustrations for The Diverting Story of John Gilpin where Gilpin is astride a runaway horse, which in turn was based on a poem from 1782 by William Cowper. The reverse of the medal depicts another of Caldecott's illustrations, "Four and twenty blackbirds baki'd in a pie."

2018 WOLF IN THE SNOW
Matthew Cordell
E CS11c

2013 THIS IS NOT MY HAT
Jon Klassen
E K6662t

2012 A BALL FOR DAISY
Chris Raschka
E R1833b

2011 A SICK DAY FOR AMOS MCGEE
Phillip C. & Erin E. Stead
E S311s

2010 THE LION & THE MOUSE
Jerry Pinkney
E Ae88p

2009 THE HOUSE IN THE NIGHT
Susan Marie Swanson & Beth Krommes
E Sw247h

2008 THE INVENTION OF HUGO CABRET
Brian Selznick
j Se499

2007 FLOTSAM
David Wiesner
E W6375f

2006 THE HELLO, GOODBYE WINDOW
Norton Juster & Chris Raschka
E J982h

2005 KITTEN'S FIRST FULL MOON
Kevin Henkes
E H388k

2004 THE MAN WHO WALKED BETWEEN THE TOWERS
Mordicai Gerstein
E P445m

2003 MY FRIEND RABBIT
Eric Rohmann
E R636m

2002 THE THREE PIGS
David Wiesner
E W6375p

2001 SO YOU WANT TO BE PRESIDENT?
Judith St. George & David Small
j 973.092 Sa23

2000 JOSEPH HAD A LITTLE OVERCOAT
Simms Taback
E T111j

1999 SNOWFLAKE BENTLEY
Jacqueline Briggs Martin & Mary Azarian
j 551.5784 M364

1998 RAPUNZEL
Paul O. Zelinsky
j 398.2 237r

1997 GOLEM
David Wisniewski
j 398.2 W762

1996 OFFICER BUCKLE AND GLORIA
Peggy Rathmann
E A c57s

1995 SMOKY NIGHT
Eve Bunting & David Diaz
E B886sm

1994 GRANDFATHER'S JOURNEY
Allen Say
E Sa99g

1993 MIRETTE ON THE HIGH WIRE
Emily Arnold McCully
E M1399m

1992 TUESDAY
David Wiesner
E W6375t

1991 BLACK AND WHITE
David Macaulay
E M119b

1990 LON PO PO
Ed Young
j 398.20951 Y84

1989 SONG AND DANCE MAN
Karen Ackerman & Stephen Gammell
E A c57s

1988 OWL MOON
Jan Yolen & John Schoenherr
E Y780

1987 HEY, AL
Arthur Yorinks & Richard Egielski
E Y82h

1986 THE POLAR EXPRESS
Chris Van Allsburg
E V263p

1985 SAINT GEORGE AND THE DRAGON
Margaret Hodges & Trina Schart Hyman
E H666s

1984 THE GLORIOUS FLIGHT
Alice & Martin Provensen
j 629.13 P948

1983 SHADOW
Marcia Brown
j 398.2 237r

1982 JUMANJI
Chris Van Allsburg
j V63j

1981 FABLES
Arnold Lobel
j 398.2 2783

1980 OX-CART MAN
Donald Hall & Barbara Conne
E H141o

1979 THE GIRL WHO LOVED WILD HORSES
Paul Goble
E G538g 2001

1978 NOAH'S ARK
Peter Spier
E R327n

1977 ASHANTI TO ZULU
Margaret & Leo and Diane Dillon
j 960 M972

1976 WHY MOSQUITOES BUZZ IN PEOPLE'S EARS
Verna Aardema & Leo and Diane Dillon
j 398.2 Aa72w

1975 ARROW TO THE SUN
Gerald McDermott
j 398.2 R174

1974 DUFFY AND THE DEVIL
Harve Zemach & Margot Zemach
j 398.2 Z4d

1973 THE FUNNY LITTLE WOMAN
Arlene Mosel & Blair Lent
j 398.2 M852f

1972 ONE FINE DAY
Nonny Hogrogian
E H679o

1971 A STORY, A STORY
Gail E. Haley
j 398.2 H137

1970 SYLVESTER AND THE MAGIC PEBBLE
William Steig
j S33s 1980

1969 THE POOL OF THE WORLD AND THE FLYING SHIP
Arthur Ransome & Uri Shulevitz
j 398.2 Z4d

1968 DRUMMER HOFF
Barbara Emberley & Ed Emberley
j 398.8 Em13

1967 SAM, BANDS, AND MOONSHINE
Eveline Ness
E N373s

Books are located within the IRC Easy (E) or Juvenile (j) collection unless otherwise noted.